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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

After decades of expansion, democracy—its consolidation, promotion, and global appeal—is entering a period of retrenchment. Liberal principles—political ideas that espouse the importance of individual liberties, minority rights, and the separation of power across levers of government—and democratic institutions—processes that translate popular will into public policy through legitimate elections—are being pulled apart.

The emergence of illiberal states within the European Union and NATO presents a challenge to Western collective action in an era of great power competition. This report analyzes the illiberal toolkit—a set of tools, tactics, and practices used by forces in power to roll back checks and balances. In particular, illiberal leaders and political parties are threatening democracy by targeting judicial oversight, pluralistic and fair political systems, independent media, and open civil society.

The report features case studies on Turkey, Hungary, and Poland, as their democratic recession has drawn the most attention and concern. It also considers Slovakia and the Czech Republic, two states that are exhibiting warning signs. The report offers recommendations for policymakers and other actors in Europe and the United States to secure and re-energize democratic institutions and norms in the trans-Atlantic space. The report argues that NATO must make adherence to democratic principles a core strategic priority as it marks its 70th anniversary in 2019, that the EU should adopt rule of law conditionality for structural funds for member states, that the U.S. Congress should hold regular hearings on the state of democracy in Central and Eastern Europe and Turkey, and that the U.S. government should increase support for civil society and independent investigative media in countries of concern.
PART 1: DEFINING THE ILLIBERAL TOOLKIT

Alina Polyakova, Torrey Taussig, and Ted Reinert

INTRODUCTION

After decades of democratic expansion, democracy—its consolidation, promotion, and global appeal—is entering a period of retrenchment. This “democratic sag” is global: authoritarian regimes in China and Russia are gaining confidence as nationalist populist parties are on the rise in the political West, weakening its cohesion. The emergence of self-styled illiberal states within NATO and the European Union presents a challenge to Western collective action in an era of great power competition. Hungary, Poland, and Turkey are driving the trend, but warning signs are flashing in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. Backsliding in Central and Eastern Europe is particularly surprising, because these nations were once the bright spots of liberal democratic transformation.

Many illiberal forces today are gaining power through democratic and electoral means. Once in government, they use the levers of democratic institutions to consolidate control, all while claiming popular support from the people to protect the nation from foreign or domestic threats. The rise of illiberal political parties and leaders within electoral democratic systems illustrates the schism between the foundational principles and institutions of liberal democracies. Liberal principles—political ideas that espouse the importance of individual liberties, minority rights, and the separation of power across levers of government—and democratic institutions—processes that translate popular will into public policy through legitimate elections—are being pulled apart. Even more than a setback in democracy, we are witnessing a crisis of liberalism.

In this context, this report analyzes the emergence of the illiberal toolkit—a set of tools, tactics, and practices used by individuals and groups in power to roll back checks and balances, free media, and judicial independence, and undermine fair economic competition. Political parties and leaders in Turkey, Hungary, and Poland have refined the techniques of authoritarian consolidation, though on different timelines and with varying degrees of success. In the Czech Republic and Slovakia, similarly oriented political forces seem to be taking note and considering how to adapt the toolkit to their own societies. Three case studies focus on the actions of the current governments since arriving in power: Turkey under Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and the Justice and Development Party (AKP) since 2002; Hungary under Viktor Orbán and Fidesz since 2010; and Poland under Jarosław Kaczyński’s Law and Justice Party (PiS) since 2015. The Czech Republic and Slovakia case studies examine illiberal and populist activities and trends in both countries over the past decade as warning signs of democratic decline potentially denoting authoritarian learning. After identifying the toolkit, the report looks at the steps that domestic actors (political opposition, the judiciary, civil society, and media) and international entities (civil society and media, the European Union, other multilateral institutions, and powerful third countries like the United States or Germany) might take to shore up democratic institutions. As such, this report aims to document, in an objective manner, the specific ways through which democracies decline.
ASSESSING DEMOCRATIC DECLINE

Conventional wisdom has long held that democratic consolidation is a one-way street\(^1\) and that democratic states, once reaching a certain level of GDP per capita, are immune to democratic breakdown.\(^2\) This may no longer be the case, and trends over the last decade show that even wealthy and established democracies are not safe from retrenchment. In established democracies, this trend can be gradual; backsliding has not occurred through overt coups d’état or authoritarian takeovers. Rather, the primary challenge to democracies in the West is a weakening of their *liberal* character. On the more concerning end of the spectrum, each of the current governments in Turkey, Hungary, and Poland has moved its country away from liberal democratic ideals and toward authoritarian rule. The Czech Republic and Slovakia have seen slower but still clear declines, as can be seen in Figure 1, which charts the countries’ paths according to the Variety of Democracies Project (or V-Dem) Liberal Democracy Index.\(^3\) Turkey scores lowest among EU and NATO member states on the index by a clear margin (see Figure 2).\(^4\)

![Figure 1. V-Dem Liberal Democracy Index, 1989-2017](https://www.v-dem.net/media/filer_public/3f/19/3f19efc9-e25f-4356-b159-b5c0ec894115/v-dem_democracy_report_2018.pdf)

Recent trends of democratic backsliding may have confounded assumptions from policymakers, political scientists, and citizens alike, but warning signs of discontent with democratic political institutions have been gradually building over the last three decades. Trust in institutions such as mainstream political parties, elected officials, policy experts, and the media has steadily waned in several established democracies. Declining trust has occurred alongside globalization and rapid technological changes, which have led to economic uncertainty among many segments of society. Anxieties around the world but particularly in wider Europe have been compounded in recent years by the 2008 global financial crisis, the subsequent eurozone debt crisis, and significant migration flows into and across Europe. Centrist political parties continue to struggle to address the economic and cultural angst brought about by these shifts, providing a political opening for insurgent populist forces to exploit.

In this context of economic uncertainty, demographic changes, and the growing salience of identity politics, “antidemocratic parties are moving in from the margins because they are prioritizing the questions of basic material security that used to be the preserve of the postwar mainstream.” In Hungary and Poland, Fidesz and PiS purport to stand for “the people,” defending their states’ Christian identities from Muslim refugees, despite the low numbers of Muslims in either country. They also speak of taking back control from unelected bureaucrats in Brussels, despite being recipients of significant EU funds. Similar to Erdoğan in Turkey, they maintain strong support in rural areas, appealing to strands of society that feel left behind economically and culturally by elites in the prosperous capitals.
THE ILLIBERAL TOOLKIT

Once in power, illiberal leaders and political parties employ a distinct toolkit to exploit discontent in their societies to their own advantage. The toolkit involves consistent efforts to weaken several democratic institutions, including three in particular:

1. Judicial oversight
2. A pluralistic and fair political system
3. Independent media and open civil society

To restrain judicial oversight, illiberal actors use constitutional referendums and amendments to control nominations to high courts. To minimize viable political opposition, they use state resources to slant the playing field toward incumbents, harass opposition figures, and abuse anti-corruption measures as a façade to remove political challengers. They also install loyalists in positions of power to ensure that their flanks are covered. To weaken independent press, illiberal actors consolidate the media landscape by purchasing communications platforms outright, abusing the tax system, or by legislating censorship laws in the name of national security. Using affiliated or friendly media outlets, they demonize civil society groups including NGOs as foreign actors. These tactics are rarely used in isolation, and illiberal leaders also empower loyal oligarchic classes and business elites through financial incentives and cronyism.

The insidious nature of the challenge is that no single move in isolation appears to be an existential threat to democracy; it is only when these actions are viewed in their entirety that the full anatomy of the illiberal state begins to appear.

Co-optation of “the people” and liberalism

Illiberal and autocratic-leaning leaders subvert key tenets of liberalism including an expansive vision of national identity that encompasses all citizens, regardless of ethnic, religious, or political identity. Such leaders are also co-opting the very notion of “liberalism,” by linking liberal policies to so-called out-of-touch elites, globalists, or bureaucrats.

First, leaders including Erdoğan, Orbán, and Kaczyński have narrowed the definition of “the people” down to those who support the government and its actions, while ostracizing foreigners and stoking nationalism. Their anti-pluralism instrumentalizes the powerful force of nationalism as an exclusive sentiment based on ethnic, cultural, and religious identity (“ethnic nationalism”) rather than a concept based on citizenship rights (“civic nationalism”). Meanwhile, those who oppose the leader or ruling party are increasingly identified as enemies of the state, and their diversity of opinion portrayed as illegitimate.

Second, illiberal actors are co-opting the concept of liberal democracy. As Ivan Krastev notes, “[populist parties] attract those who view the separation of powers (the institution perhaps most beloved by liberals) not as a way to keep those in power accountable but as a way for elites to evade their electoral promises.” In other words, the populist challenge is an “illiberal democratic response to undemocratic liberalism.” But the concept of “illiberal democracy” may be a foil. Some leaders, including Orbán, celebrate the term illiberal democracy; it allows them to argue that they are protecting democracy and the peoples’ interests from liberal and out-of-touch elites. Orbán’s anti-EU platform
and illiberal policies on contentious issues such as immigration are conflated with his government’s efforts to minimize checks and balances and dilute judicial independence, making it easier for him to get away with the latter.

**Illiberal sequencing and authoritarian learning**

To what extent is there an identifiable sequence to this illiberal toolkit? And what does the timing of certain actions tell us about external triggers and authoritarian learning between states? Illiberal leaders often first go after the constitutional, political, and judicial constraints that are most capable of holding them accountable or potentially removing them from power. This was critical to the current governments in Hungary and Poland, as being voted out of power was still a recent memory for both. In Hungary, Fidesz returned to power in 2010 after losing its parliamentary majority in 2002, and Poland’s PiS was voted out of office in 2007 before regaining its majority in 2015. Turkey’s AKP, first elected in 2002, was checked in its early terms by the threat of losing power at the hands of the country’s Kemalist military and judiciary, given a history of coups. Over time, Prime Minister and later President Erdoğan and his party used their popular and parliamentarian support to implement several laws that undercut media freedoms and judicial autonomy. Following the failed coup of July 2016, Erdoğan purged tens of thousands of civil servants and members of the military to weed out coup sympathizers, extending the purges to those critical of the government’s actions. Erdoğan strengthened presidential powers through a constitutional reform in April 2017 that was narrowly approved in a referendum held under unfair conditions.

There is also the possibility that like-minded illiberal governments are assessing each other’s moves to consolidate control. Poland’s PiS party is not far behind Orbán’s illiberal turn, and in fact may be learning from his ability to remove constraints. In 2011, Kaczyński reportedly said that “the day will come when ... we will have Budapest in Warsaw.” Since coming to power in 2015, Kaczyński and PiS have charted a similar path to Fidesz in Hungary by removing the autonomy of the constitutional court and turning independent media into government propaganda. Fidesz passed a series of constitutional amendments in 2013 limiting the power of the constitutional court and weakening judicial independence. Similarly, Poland’s PiS after coming to power in 2015 passed laws to limit the power and autonomy of the nation’s highest court, the Constitutional Tribunal.

While Turkey, Hungary, and Poland each serve as a model of democratic backsliding in the West, these trends are not unique to them. For example, actions by Romanian Prime Minister Victor Ponta from 2012 to 2015, and particularly his attempts to remove the country’s president, drew EU intervention, and rule of law in Romania remains a concern. Ukraine’s democracy eroded under the 2010-14 presidency of Viktor Yanukovych, culminating in the “Revolution of Dignity.” Serbia has suffered steep liberal democratic declines under the Serbian Progressive Party government since 2012, according to V-Dem. Illiberal and populist actions and statements from Czech President Miloš Zeman, Czech Prime Minister Andrej Babiš, longtime Slovak Prime Minister Robert Fico, and others in both nations have also raised concerns domestically and internationally. Though illiberal trends in the Czech Republic and Slovakia are less severe than in their Visegrád Group counterparts Hungary and Poland, they serve as a useful comparison given the endurance of that political and cultural bloc.
In sum, illiberal political parties and leaders across the West are implementing institutional reforms that curtail the protection of minority and human rights, freedom of the press, judicial independence, and open civil society. They are defining national identities that stand in opposition to “dangerous outgroups,” most notably immigrants. And they are reasserting national sovereignty rights counter to multilateral institutions, such as the European Union. To enhance their own legitimacy, illiberal leaders rely on narratives that emphasize historical grievances and paint their nations and citizens as victims of injustices carried out by foreign powers and subversive, Western-inspired domestic actors. The rise of these forces through democratic institutions illustrates that such institutions can be wielded to delink liberalism from democracy at the service of populist sentiments. The “democratizing edge” of their illiberal actions also makes it difficult to ascertain how to respond effectively.\textsuperscript{15}

This report takes up the task of recommending policy options for responding to the illiberal toolkit. It asserts that all policy activities should be rooted in clarity of strategic vision embedded in trans-Atlantic principles and values. That vision must prioritize open societies while re-energizing the core building blocks of a free Europe: freedom of expression, independent civil society, commitment to basic human rights, free and fair elections, and a system of checks and balances. As NATO prepares to celebrate its 70th anniversary in 2019, members should recall that “democracy, individual liberty and the rule of law” are the founding principles of the alliance.\textsuperscript{16} To join the EU, countries must meet the Copenhagen Criteria of “stability of institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, human rights and respect for and protection of minorities.”\textsuperscript{17} At a time when democratic norms and values face internal and external threats, the United States and Europe—particularly by leveraging EU institutions and mechanisms,\textsuperscript{18} but also by using other tools—must fully engage in reversing democratic decline where it is taking place and shoring up democratic institutions elsewhere. A lack of commitment to liberal democratic principles must have consequences.
There were high hopes in the West about governance and economic reforms when Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and his Justice and Development Party (AKP) came to power in Turkey in late 2002. Despite early promise, Turkey’s politics have grown increasingly authoritarian amid crackdowns on civil society and independent media, excessive purges following a 2016 coup attempt, and constitutional reforms that centralized power in the presidency. This backsliding led Freedom House to classify Turkey as “not free” for the first time in its “Freedom in the World 2018” report.

HISTORICAL FITS AND STARTS

Democracy in Turkey has proceeded in fits and starts. In 1950, Turkey transitioned from an authoritarian, one-party state to a relatively democratic one; yet the Cold War period was marked by periodic military intervention in domestic politics in the name of protecting the secular state from Islamist influence. The 1990s saw a series of short-lived coalition governments that were too weak to resist the military’s influence, which
eventually forced the coalition government of Necmettin Erbakan to resign in 1997. The following year, Erdoğan, then-mayor of Istanbul and a disciple of Erbakan, was banned from office and imprisoned for reciting a poem deemed threatening to secularism. A new government with a partly reformist agenda pursued deeper integration with the European Union, which led the EU to grant Turkey candidate status for membership in 1999. This slow and contested reform process quickened once Erdoğan took office and the EU opened accession talks with Turkey in 2005. Yet as the EU dragged its feet on accession, Ankara lost enthusiasm for further reforms.

**FETHULLAH GÜLEN: A SHARED AGENDA TO WEaken SECULARISM**

After becoming prime minister in March 2003, Erdoğan began working with Fethullah Gülen—an Islamic cleric and spiritual leader of a transnational religious movement—on their shared desire to rid the government and military of the hardline secularists whom they believed operated a “deep state.” The secular nature of Turkish governance had traditionally distinguished it from other Muslim countries and created opportunities for democratic reform. The Erdoğan-Gülen alliance peaked during judicial proceedings in 2010-12 against hundreds of police, judicial officials, military members, academics, and journalists on charges of plotting against the government, with over 250 defendants receiving draconian sentences. Many observers, including the EU, initially viewed the trials as a legitimate effort by the government to strengthen its democracy. Yet the trials—subsequently discovered to have been based largely on fabricated evidence—destroyed centers of secular resistance, as many government positions were vacated by establishment officials and filled by Gülenists sympathetic to the AKP government.

Following their successful joint effort to weaken bureaucratic resistance to a more Islamist agenda, Erdoğan and Gülen then drifted into a power struggle. Erdoğan refused to include dozens of Gülenists on AKP lists for parliamentary elections and closed Gülenist prep schools (used for fundraising and recruitment); Gülenist police and prosecutors launched corruption investigations that implicated government ministers and Erdoğan’s family members; the government closed Gülenist newspapers and television stations, seized companies belonging to Gülen’s supporters, and purged hundreds of government officials. These reciprocal measures (and the flawed trials) had the effect of weakening civil society, although that was not the primary goal.

**GEZI PARK PROTESTS: A TURNING POINT**

The Gezi Park protests in May 2013 marked a critical turning point for Turkish democracy. The protests began as peaceful opposition to urban development plans for an Istanbul park. Additional protests developed in response to the violent crackdown by police as well as concerns about the government’s increasing limits on civil liberties. Amid differences within his cabinet, Erdoğan used the opportunity to purge more liberal members and blocked then-President Abdullah Gül from returning to the party ranks after his term ended. Erdoğan put himself forward as a candidate for Turkey’s first direct presidential election (previously, the parliament elected the president) and articulated a clear agenda to shift Turkey’s parliamentary system to a presidential one. By winning the 2014 election with 52 percent of the votes, Erdoğan believed he represented the will of the electorate.
COUP ATTEMPT

The July 2016 coup attempt was widely blamed on military officers and civilians associated with the Gülenist movement. Despite frustrations with Erdoğan’s increasingly authoritarian rule, all political parties and the majority of Turkish civil society rejected the coup as an assault on Turkey’s democracy. Although the government understandably needed to introduce security measures, Erdoğan described the failed putsch as a “gift from God” because it would allow him to “cleanse the army.” He then widened the coup response to crush remaining opposition. The government largely disregarded the rule of law and sacked an unprecedented number of public sector employers believed to be Gülenists. It also declared and repeatedly extended a state of emergency, which narrowed space for dissent, reduced press freedom, and diminished confidence in state institutions. Although the state of emergency was lifted in July 2018, the AKP introduced a new “anti-terror” bill that bolsters government authority and is equally oppressive.

CONSTITUTIONAL REFORMS

The formal consolidation of Erdoğan’s de facto presidential rule began on April 16, 2017, when Turkish citizens voted in a contested constitutional referendum (with 51.4 percent support) on a package of measures that shifted the political system to a presidential one. These reforms eliminated the office of prime minister and enabled the president to serve as head of the ruling party. They gave new powers to the president, including the right to issue decrees, propose the national budget, appoint cabinet ministers and senior officials, and appoint over half the members of the high courts. Experts at the Venice Commission expressed concern about insufficient checks and balances. Erdoğan became the first head of this new system in July 2018, after he decisively won snap elections.

The Turkish military has been severely weakened, including by post-coup purges of its senior leadership, and lost its traditional influence. Erdoğan appointed his former chief of staff as the defense minister in the first presidential cabinet, a previously unheard of practice. The new system empowers Erdoğan to manage military promotions. The police have been equipped with heavy arms, brought under closer government control, and required to adopt religious practices. In addition, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has lost its influence in the formulation and implementation of policy, as Erdoğan has formed his own team at the presidential palace and gained the power to appoint personnel.

ATTACKS ON MEDIA FREEDOM

Restrictions on media freedom are not a new phenomenon in Turkey, as previous governments also imposed limits. There was a marked improvement after the AKP came to power in 2002 and introduced EU-mandated reforms. This changed in 2007 when the AKP’s Gülenist allies in the police and judiciary detained journalists on fabricated charges. Somewhat ironically, Gülenist media outlets then became targets of AKP officials in 2013 when they fell out of favor with Erdoğan and the ruling AKP. Amid the post-coup state of emergency, the government further cracked down on
opposition outlets. With few exceptions, pro-government establishments now dominate the media scene. The government has periodically blocked social media websites, including Wikipedia and Twitter, and prosecuted people for their postings. Turkey has the dubious distinction of being the world’s top jailer of journalists, with the government penalizing reporting of activities related to government security measures and to the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), which is classified as a terrorist group by Turkey, the EU, and the United States.

**WEAK OPPOSITION**

The AKP has remained genuinely popular, especially among conservative and nationalist voters (as well as a dwindling number of voters motivated by pocketbook politics), due in part to unprecedented improvements in public services and economic growth. Turkish political culture has long accepted authoritarian rule, as a significant proportion of the electorate prefers stability over civil liberties. Erdoğan presented himself as a leader representing the national will and adopted an identity-driven narrative that emphasized Islam and Turkish nationalism. He portrayed his opponents as traitors and collaborators of external forces seeking to undermine Turkey’s prosperity and stability. This further deepened Turkey’s societal polarization along conservative-religious and secular-modern lines, complicating efforts to defend shared democratic values.

Opposition parties have struggled to provide a compelling alternative, further hindered by government control of the media. The main opposition party, the People’s Republican Party (CHP), has been out of government since 1995, riddled by internal divisions and unable to develop a platform that is attractive beyond its base. The ultra-right Nationalist Movement Party (MHP) supported the legislative process leading to the adoption of the constitutional amendments; it then backed Erdoğan in the presidential election. It performed better than expected in recent elections, especially compared to the new Iyi (Good) Party that split from it.

The most interesting case is the pro-Kurdish People’s Democratic Party (HDP). It achieved electoral success in June 2015 after running a campaign that challenged Erdoğan’s authoritarianism. As its election denied the AKP a parliamentary majority, Erdoğan dragged his feet on coalition formation; in the meantime, fighting resumed between government forces and the PKK. When new elections were held in November 2015, Erdoğan’s campaign promising stability and blaming the HDP for the violence helped the AKP resume its majority while the HDP saw its votes fall. Under expansive definitions of terrorism under emergency rule, the HDP’s co-leaders, many parliamentarians, and dozens of elected mayors were arrested on spurious terrorism charges. The party leader campaigned for president from prison in the most recent elections, and the party gained seats in the parliament.

**FLAWED ELECTIONS**

Although Turkey had a record since 1950 of holding free and fair elections, the conduct of recent polls has been questionable. Prior to the June and November 2015 general
elections, opposition parties accused Erdoğan of breaching constitutional rules against partisan activity and complained about limited access to state media. In the April 2017 referendum, the Organization for Security and Co-Operation in Europe (OSCE) criticized the government’s use of state resources to slant coverage in its favor and deny the opposition a level field.\textsuperscript{44} Given the tight results, some argued the Supreme Electoral Council’s (YSK) reinterpretation of election bylaws to allow the inclusion of ballots without authenticating stamps enabled ballot stuffing.\textsuperscript{45} Before June 2018 presidential and parliamentary elections, the YSK ruling was incorporated into the electoral law, making it harder to monitor ballot boxes. The snap elections were held under emergency rule, raising concerns by the OSCE and others about opposition parties’ ability to campaign freely.\textsuperscript{46}
Hungary

James Kirchick

Since returning to power with a constitutional two-thirds majority in 2010—renewed in 2014 and 2018—Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán and his conservative-nationalist Fidesz party have gradually undermined Hungary’s hard-won democracy. Beginning with a partisan rewriting of the country’s constitution and a consolidation of power into the executive, followed by efforts to undermine judicial independence, media freedom, and political pluralism, as well as attacks on nongovernmental organizations, the Orbán government has transformed the country into a quasi-authoritarian state with democratic trappings. Hungary has regular elections, genuine opposition parties, critical media, and independent civil society organizations, but political power lies fully, and unaccountably, within the hands of the ruling party.

According to Freedom House’s 2018 “Nations in Transit” report, which monitors the quality of democracy across the former Soviet bloc, “Hungary has registered the largest cumulative decline in Nations in Transit history, after its score has fallen for 10 consecutive years,” and the organization has downgraded the country’s status from “Consolidated Democracy” to “Semi-Consolidated Democracy.” Prime Minister Orbán has been explicit in his desire to transform Hungary into what he described in 2014 as an “illiberal democracy.” Despite frequent criticism from nongovernmental
rights monitoring groups, national governments, the United States, and EU institutions, Hungary has been able to maintain its membership in the European People’s Party, the transnational grouping of center-right and Christian Democratic parties. A booming economy has also enabled Orbán to distract public attention from the withering of democratic institutions.49

The first step in the Hungarian illiberal toolkit involved a hasty, unilateral rewriting of the country’s constitution, substantial changes to the judiciary, and the politicization of formerly non-political offices. Soon after taking power in 2010, Fidesz-friendly officials were placed in charge of such prominent institutions as the Prosecutor-General’s Office, Electoral Commission, State Audit Office, Fiscal Council, state media, and Constitutional Court, often with nine-year terms, long enough to last well beyond any possible Fidesz loss of parliament. As for the judiciary, the government forced the retirement of about 10 percent of all judges by reducing the retirement age from 70 to 62 and moved the administration of courts to a newly created National Judicial Office, whose head is appointed by a two-thirds parliamentary majority. (Though this measure was declared illegal by Hungary’s Constitutional Court and the EU Court of Justice, most of the forcibly retired judges had left their posts by the time those rulings came down.) The new constitution, promulgated in April 2011, radically expanded the definition of what constituted “cardinal laws,” which require a two-thirds majority in parliament to change, to include matters like tax and fiscal policy. The goal, Orbán admitted at the time, was “tying the hands of the next government, and not only the next one but the following 10.”50 (A 2013 amendment prohibits speech that would violate the dignity of the “Hungarian nation” or “any national, ethnic, or religious minority group.”51) The latest move to undermine judicial independence took place in December 2018, when the Hungarian parliament instituted a new “parallel” court system to try politically sensitive cases.

Next, Fidesz went about weakening media and political pluralism. The 2010 establishment of a media council, whose members are appointed via a two-thirds parliamentary vote, and which has the power to fine outlets for vague offenses like “inciting hatred,” has created a chilling effect over the free press. State advertising dollars, traditionally crucial to print media outlets in Hungary, have been directed almost entirely to publications that can be relied upon to do Fidesz’s bidding.52 The public broadcasting and state news agency, nominally independent, have essentially become government mouthpieces. The strategic acquisition of private media outlets by government-friendly cronies over the past eight years has left the country’s media landscape bereft of critical voices.

A 2011 electoral law radically gerrymandered the country’s electoral districts to Fidesz’s advantage, such that, while in 2010 the ruling coalition won 69 percent of the seats in parliament with 53 percent of the vote,53 four years later it won roughly the same proportion of seats but with only 45 percent of the vote.54 Hungary’s last two national elections, therefore, can best be described as flawed, or perhaps “free but not fair.” Fidesz has adopted the behavior of authoritarian regimes in its use of government resources for electioneering activity; an OSCE report on the 2018 parliamentary election found it to be “characterized by a pervasive overlap between state and ruling party resources, undermining contestants’ ability to compete on an equal basis.”55
The lengthiest and most thoroughgoing aspect of the Hungarian government’s illiberal toolkit has been its attack on civil society. In 2013, government-friendly media initiated attacks on civil society organizations in receipt of funding from the Norwegian government’s international NGO fund. The following year, police special forces raided the offices of the Hungarian organization that disbursed the Norwegian funds, stating that the money was being improperly given to local groups with “leftist political ties.” That summer, Orbán delivered what has since proven to be a prophetic speech in which he praised the concept of “illiberal democracy” and cited Singapore, China, India, Turkey, and Russia as “stars of international analysts.” This model entails a simulacrum of democracy, one in which opposition parties and a handful of independent civil society and media outlets exist, but only to mask what is in effect a one-party state.

A 2017 “foreign agent” law modeled on a Russian measure passed in 2012 was faulted by the EU’s Venice Commission for its “disproportionate and unnecessary interference with the freedoms of association and expression, the right to privacy, and the prohibition of discrimination, including due to the absence of comparable transparency obligations which apply to domestic financing of NGOs.” That same year, the government passed a law setting stricter conditions for accrediting foreign universities, a measure seemingly aimed at a single institution: Budapest’s Central European University (CEU). One of the top academic institutions in all of Central and Eastern Europe, it was founded by Orbán’s bête noir, George Soros, whom the government targeted in the 2018 parliamentary election with anti-Semitic rhetoric and imagery. The law forced CEU to open a branch in the United States, which it effectively did by entering into an agreement with Bard College in New York state. Despite the good faith efforts of the CEU to meet these new hurdles, the government refused to sign a new agreement that would permit the school to admit new students, so in December 2018, the university announced that it would relocate most of its academic operations to Vienna.

The European Union has been entirely unsuccessful at arresting Hungary’s democratic erosion. Repeated calls for the European People’s Party (EPP), the European Parliament’s main center-right grouping, to disaffiliate with Fidesz have been brushed off by the EPP leadership; Orbán recently delivered a particularly brazen speech in which he threatened to start his own populist parliamentary grouping should the EPP not move closer to his position on migration.

In addition to representing an attack on European values, Hungary’s democratic decline may also pose a trans-Atlantic security risk by creating space for Russian influence-peddling. Orbán is not just modeling his new, “illiberal” regime on that of Vladimir Putin’s “sovereign democracy,” he is actively collaborating with it in the form of tangible initiatives (the opaque Paks nuclear power plant deal), political narratives (defense of Western Christendom from an apocalyptic Muslim migrant threat), and through undermining alliance solidarity (Hungary’s stubborn opposition to advancing NATO cooperation with Ukraine over the latter’s language law).
In October 2015, the Polish Law and Justice party (PiS) won an outright majority in parliament with 37.6 percent of the vote, avoiding the need to form a coalition government. This is the first time that a single Polish party has won an outright majority since the fall of communist rule. The PiS candidate for president, Andrzej Duda, won election in May of the same year. The party ran a moderate though populist campaign, but after the election took a decidedly nationalist turn. Party leader Jarosław Kaczyński (who is a member of parliament but holds no other public office) crafted a motto of “good change” as a revolt against what he deemed the privileged establishment: elites that had turned toward the EU and the liberal world order and, according to him, against the interests of Poland.

Poles turned to Law and Justice out of a combination of fatigue with the center-right Civic Platform party which had governed for the past eight years and responsiveness to Kaczyński’s exploitation of anti-migrant fears in a homogeneous society.

POLAND
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also tapped into feelings of economic inequality as Polish voters compared themselves to European and domestic elites.

The opposition to Law and Justice, now made up of Civic Platform, Nowoczesna (Modern), and Robert Biedroń’s nascent movement, suffers from a lack of strong leadership, a lack of leadership that is viewed favorably by the public, and a failure to offer a coherent message and platform other than opposition to Law and Justice. The two figures associated with the opposition that are viewed most favorably by the Polish public are Donald Tusk, the former prime minister and Civic Platform leader who is now the president of the European Council and no longer formally associated with the party, and Biedroń, a politician who was the country’s first openly gay parliamentarian and mayor, who recently founded a new party, Wiosna (Spring). Biedroń’s party is more likely to draw votes from Civic Platform than from Law and Justice. Grzegorz Schetyna, current head of Civic Platform, has the distinction of being the only politician in Poland perceived as less trustworthy than Kaczyński.

The Law and Justice party’s philosophy is grounded in the belief that when domestic and other European elites created a post-communist constitution in 1997, they did not represent the interests of “real Poles.” Interpreting its election victory as a broad mandate from the people, PiS believes that it alone may define rights and obligations under the constitution, and that courts should therefore have no power to defy or criticize the executive and legislative branches. Kaczyński’s disdain for constitutional checks and balances was solidified during the prior period of Law and Justice government, from 2005 to 2007, when he served as prime minister and the Constitutional Tribunal repeatedly blocked his policies.

Law and Justice also made changes to its policy platform between 2007 and 2015, when it was in the minority, to garner more support from disgruntled voters. In its earlier time in government, Law and Justice had implemented neoliberal economic policies, for example eliminating the highest income tax bracket and the estate tax. In 2015, the party instead engineered one of the largest social transfers in contemporary Poland, giving monthly payments of roughly $130 to any family with two or more children, and raised the minimum wage for workers to roughly $3 an hour. The party seemed to have realized that in order to appeal more broadly to conservative, rural Poles, including those dissatisfied with Civic Platform’s business-focused policies, it needed to offer policies that promised concrete positive effects for these voters. Combined with xenophobic rhetoric to exploit the refugee crisis, this new approach proved to be an overwhelming political success and carried Law and Justice back to power.

The Law and Justice campaign against democratic institutions began in November 2015 with an effort to undermine the Constitutional Tribunal, but then went on to deconstruct step-by-step the entire judicial system, independent media, electoral systems at every level, and civil society—basically, any institution that could challenge its power. Many of the government’s methods violated the constitution and accepted legal procedures. Employing a new method of expedited legislating, Law and Justice uses “private member bills” so that expert consultation is not required and votes can be fast-tracked. When the Constitutional Tribunal ruled such actions unconstitutional or mandated stays, the government ignored the rulings. In addition, shortly after taking power, Law and Justice purged the public administration and civil service, keeping
only loyalists. This focus on loyalty above legality, and on centralization of control, has earned the government comparisons to a neo-Soviet leadership. While legislated changes have been incremental, the cumulative effect has resulted in structural transformation, likened by some to boiling a frog.

**UNDERMINING JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE**

*The Constitutional Tribunal*

On November 12, 2015, the new Sejm (the lower house of the Polish parliament) had its first sitting. Within a week, the government imposed term limits on the Constitutional Tribunal’s leadership. It then cancelled five nominations for the Tribunal proposed by the outgoing Civic Platform government (two of which were later found by the Tribunal to be improper). Despite a formal petition to stay its actions as possibly unconstitutional, the Sejm nominated five new judges and confirmed them in rapid-fire proceedings, late at night on December 2, 2015. Four took their oaths in the early hours of December 3, the last on December 9.

When the Tribunal ruled three of the judicial appointments unconstitutional, and found several other constitutional violations, then-Prime Minister Beata Szydło, in an unprecedented action, prohibited publication of the rulings so as to prevent them from taking effect.

On December 22, 2015, Law and Justice passed additional legislation radically overhauling the Tribunal’s functions. The legislation, which took effect immediately, gave the unconstitutionally appointed judges the power to veto key decisions. One key provision required the Tribunal to hear cases only in the order in which they were filed. In March 2016, the Tribunal (under its old rules) struck down the legislation as intended to paralyze the Tribunal in violation of separation of powers. The government again refused to publish or recognize the ruling.

In February 2016, the government consolidated the offices of the general prosecutor and the minister of justice, making the head prosecutor a political position subordinate to the executive. Under the terms of the new Law on the Prosecutor’s Office, a recent report established that over 6,000 prosecutors were forced out for perceived disagreements with the ruling party on policy, including 1,000 officers, the managing prosecutors in charge of most major departments, and six of seven deputy prosecutors general.

To complete the takeover of the Tribunal, in late 2016, the pro-government judges colluded with parliament to ensure that a vote for head judge occurred when only pro-government judges were present. Despite the lack of a quorum present for the vote, President Duda honored the outcome. The new head judge put the deputy on indefinite leave. Another judge resigned. These changes, plus the illegal seating of judges, gave Law and Justice a majority on the Tribunal. Without further protests from the (newly reconstituted) Constitutional Tribunal, decisions striking down recent laws were taken off the Tribunal’s website and were no longer considered binding. Suddenly, the government’s caustic criticisms of the Tribunal stopped.
The Supreme Court and ordinary courts

In January 2017, after completing its takeover of the Constitutional Tribunal, the government mounted a large-scale overhaul of the Supreme Court, the lower (ordinary) courts, and the body charged with selecting judges and ensuring judicial independence, the National Council of the Judiciary. New laws, which gave the president and justice minister more control over the judiciary, were signed by President Duda in July and December 2017. Duda signed the new legislation despite street protests by tens of thousands of Poles nationwide starting in mid-July 2017, sharp criticism from multilateral bodies and the international community, and the European Commission’s threat to immediately activate the Rule of Law Mechanism in Article 7 of the Treaty on European Union, which allows the EU to sanction a state if the Council of the European Union determines unanimously that a country’s policies present a clear risk of a serious breach of EU values.

The 2017 laws gave the president power to force the retirement of Supreme Court judges over 65 years old by July 2018. The reforms also expanded the Supreme Court to 120 judges, increasing party control with the appointment of new judges. They created two new political bodies: one empowered to re-decide any court ruling since October 1997, and another charged with disciplining judges. Both bodies include lay persons, essentially political appointees, lacking any legal experience. New judges are now appointed by a body whose members are elected by the Sejm instead of being selected by judges, and selection is no longer transparent.

The laws also gave the minister of justice/general prosecutor, now the same person, the power to force the retirement of regional court heads and deputies. By February 28, 2018, 149 of them were forced out with no opportunity to appeal the decision. The minister of justice was given the power to establish temporary rules governing courts.

On July 3, 2018, President Duda told 15 Supreme Court judges that they were to be “retired” under the new law. However, the president of the Court, Małgorzata Gersdorf, and the other “retired” judges have continued to insist they remain on the bench. In hearings to confirm new Supreme Court judges, candidates were asked whether Gersdorf remained president of the Court. Only those that answered “no” were allowed to move forward. A new National Council of the Judiciary was established and began choosing judges using a non-transparent process; it created a blacklist of pro-democracy judges.

On July 24, the president signed new legislation easing requirements for new appointments to the Supreme Court that were proposed and passed through extremely expedited procedures. Their aim was to quicken new appointments and refill the Supreme Court ahead of judicial review of the recent legislation by the European Court of Justice (ECJ), in both an independent action and under the auspices of the Article 7 procedure. However, in a surprise move, the pre-Law and Justice Supreme Court fought back, and issued a request to the ECJ for an expedited ruling. The ECJ invalidated the retirements and ordered reappointment of the retired judges. While the government eventually complied, it then began using the newly created disciplinary body to discipline judges for charges that amounted to disagreeing with the government. As of December 2018, at least a dozen of the judges are on track to lose their positions due to politicized disciplinary charges.
In January 2018, the government passed a law politicizing appointments to the National Electoral Commission, formerly populated by judges appointed by independent judicial bodies. Now it is made up of one member of the party-controlled Constitutional Tribunal, one member of the party-controlled Supreme Court, and seven members elected by the Sejm.\textsuperscript{100}

**REPRESSING MEDIA AND CIVIL SOCIETY**

One of PiS’ early purges of non-loyalists focused on public media. In January 2016, new legislation terminated broadcasters’ supervisory boards and empowered the treasury minister to hire and fire broadcasting chiefs, formerly selected through a competitive process. More than 225 journalists and managers were fired or quit in protest.\textsuperscript{101} In December 2016, the Constitutional Tribunal deemed the law unconstitutional, but the ruling was ignored.\textsuperscript{102}

As a result, the main public television station, Telewizja Polska, was transformed into a government mouthpiece. Broadcasts slather compliments on the government and call critics and NGOs corrupt traitors.\textsuperscript{103} All government-associated support for independent media was halted and has been shifted to pro-government outlets.\textsuperscript{104} Concerns remain that private media will be targeted.\textsuperscript{105}

In its quest to stamp out opposition, in 2016, the government abolished or defunded numerous organizations focused on human rights and combating xenophobia.\textsuperscript{106} It legislated an education reform that terminated programs on tolerance and equality in favor of increased discussions of religion and patriotism.\textsuperscript{107}

The government created government-organized nongovernmental organizations (GONGOs) to steer government-controlled funding from the EU and Norway toward favored groups, \textit{de facto} defunding independent NGOs such as the Helsinki Foundation for Human Rights’ and the Association for Legal Intervention’s programs that assist refugees, as well as the Center for Women’s Rights and BABA Lubuskie Association for Women, which assists victims of domestic violence.\textsuperscript{108} In September 2017, the government created two new entities to govern NGOs. Unlike prior independent oversight entities, the new bodies are controlled by the Sejm and the prime minister.

**PURGING INTELLIGENCE SERVICES AND THE MILITARY**

In addition to targeting core democratic institutions, between 2015 and 2017, Law and Justice systematically purged the military leadership and the intelligence community, targeting individual leaders and staff perceived to be insufficiently loyal to the party.\textsuperscript{109} During this time, 36 generals in the Polish armed forces were either dismissed or demoted, including a quarter of Poland’s general staff.\textsuperscript{110} Over the same period, Law and Justice dismissed and replaced all top officials in Poland’s counterintelligence agency, and 200 colonels resigned from the military to protest the purges (though many resignations seem to have occurred under pressure and in response to threat of dismissal).\textsuperscript{111} The purge of military intelligence included a raid by Ministry of Defense officials on a NATO-affiliated intelligence training center in Warsaw, during which officers working at the center were dismissed.\textsuperscript{112} As of 2018, the Polish security apparatus has been described by a Polish general as in “disarray” due to the purges.\textsuperscript{113}
SLOVAKIA

Norman Eisen and Andrew Kenealy

Recent protests in Slovakia have marked a flashpoint after nearly three decades of alternating democratic advancement and backsliding. The February 2018 murder of a Slovak journalist, Ján Kuciak, who had been investigating possible connections between Slovak politicians and an Italian crime network prompted massive, nationwide protests that led to the March 2018 resignation of Prime Minister Robert Fico, the leader of the Direction-Social Democracy (SMER) party. Fico had served on and off as head of the government since 2006, and his time in office was marked by democratic retrenchment, principally in the form of attacks on judicial independence and on the media. However, Fico's ouster has not guaranteed an improvement in democratic practices, and worrisome trends from the later years of his tenure have continued unabated, including an aggressive governmental stance toward migrants and increasing right-wing, extremist advocacy for Russia (which Russia then exploits). Meanwhile, an openly neo-fascist party called Kotleba-People’s Party Our Slovakia (LSNS) gains a more vocal and consequential presence in the country’s politics.

Although Slovakia is widely considered a successful example of post-communist transition to democracy, its beginnings were inauspicious. Immediately following the dissolution of Czechoslovakia in 1993, Slovakia’s newly formed parliamentary coalition
led by Prime Minister Vladimír Mečiar’s People’s Party—the Movement for a Democratic Slovakia (HZDS)—actively eroded the nation’s nascent democratic processes and institutions. During its rule from 1994 to 1998, the Mečiar government excluded political opposition from parliamentary committees, ignored Constitutional Court decisions, co-opted security services and public media, attempted to reduce the independence and powers of the office of the president (a potential political rival), and severely limited transparency. Thanks in part to Western efforts to bolster Slovak civil society and domestic political opposition pressure on Mečiar, a pro-democracy coalition defeated HZDS in the 1998 Slovak parliamentary election. This paved the way for nearly a decade of Slovak democratic renewal, including membership in NATO and the EU.

But democratic deterioration began anew under Fico’s tenure as prime minister, which lasted from 2006 to 2010 and then again from 2012 to 2018. (Fico, like Mečiar in 1998, won the most votes of any single party in 2010 but was ousted by a broad based coalition.) Fico’s second government (2012-16) was somewhat less problematic than his first due to the 2014 departure of a controversial Judicial Council head, the absence from parliament of the nationalist Slovak National Party (SNS) and of the disgraced HZDS (still led by Mečiar) that Fico had brought into the ruling coalition in 2006, and pushback from the newly elected president, among other factors. In both cases, however, Fico’s playbook included a focus on restricting the independence of the judiciary and the media.

In the second half of 2006, Fico eliminated members of the new political opposition from certain parliamentary committees, thereby reducing their influence, and appointed loyalists (often unqualified or with ties to special interest groups) to key administration posts. Meanwhile, Štefan Harabin, the Fico-appointed minister of justice, began to use his legal authority to bring Slovakia’s judicial system to heel. In late 2006, Harabin pushed to abolish the Slovak Special Court and the Office of the Special Attorney (both tasked with combatting corruption and organized crime), and fired multiple court chairmen without providing satisfactory explanations. Parliament filled the newly vacant seats with more loyalists, while simultaneously overlooking qualified candidates in their push to install a Constitutional Court favorable to the ruling coalition. In May 2013, Harabin—then serving as Supreme Court president and head of the Judicial Council—pushed to introduce judicial bonuses, which critics felt would help him consolidate loyalist networks within the judiciary.

Throughout Fico’s tenure, various state actors, often aligned with the governing coalition, have attempted to use the judiciary both as a shield to defend loyalists and as a weapon to attack the opposition. In May 2009, the Constitutional Court ruled that the Special Court violated the constitution and disbanded it, prompting fears that Harabin had influenced the decision. And in October 2013, the Constitutional Court dismissed a case accusing Harabin of manipulating the courts’ random electronic case-assignment system. Under Harabin, the Judicial Council reportedly used its power to initiate disciplinary proceedings as a tool to remove or harass judges critical of the state of the judiciary.

The press has also faced threats. As prime minister, Fico pursued defamation lawsuits against media organizations and passed a 2008 law designed to restrict freedom of the press. His nationalist allies in the SNS party have sought to secure positions
of influence over public radio and television. Fico also regularly verbally attacked journalists: in 2007, he reportedly called members of the press “dirty scumbags;” in a December 2009 news conference, he compared journalists to the mafia; in late 2016, he called them “dirty anti-Slovak prostitutes;” and in November 2018 he addressed a video message to “the clowns in the media. ... We will win the general elections again and I hope it hits ... you really hard.” In Slovak, “hit” connotes “impact,” but it can also mean “shoot.”

Since 2016, other worrying trends have emerged. As Fico and SMER’s public popularity waned over the course of their second government, Fico allowed SNS to play a greater role—officially bringing the party back into the ruling coalition in 2016 in order to save it. This has resulted in increased government alignment with Russia, as SNS is overtly Russia-leaning. For instance, SNS recently blocked Slovakia from joining an EU-wide expulsion of Russian diplomats over the nerve-agent poisoning of ex-spy Sergei Skripal in the U.K., and SNS officials have stated that Russia is not an aggressor and is necessary for a stable Europe. Russia, for its part, has pursued vigorous anti-Western, pro-Slavic identity propaganda efforts in attempts to weaken Slovakia’s ties with NATO. In July 2018, the Putin-linked Night Wolves biker gang, which was involved in the Russian annexation of Crimea, set up a military-style camp in a Slovak village near the capital of Bratislava. As of November 2018, the SMER-led parliament has yet to respond; some suspect it is intentionally stalling.

Discrimination against immigrants and minorities, in particular Muslims and the Roma people, also appears to be on the rise. While Fico is no friend of either group, having adopted populist stances on migration and ethnic minority issues, anti-Muslim and anti-Roma sentiment has been amplified by the increasing influence of SNS, along with the rise of the neo-fascist L’SNS. The latter is vehemently anti-U.S./EU, has railed against “corrupt elites” and “Gypsy parasites,” and managed to win 8 percent of the vote and 14 parliamentary seats in 2016 by presenting itself as the only political option willing to take effective action against “hoards [sic] of Muslim immigrants.”

Although Fico himself resigned in the midst of the March 2018 upheaval, he and his government have resisted other demands from the protestors who drove him out. The government refused to call new elections or make substantial personnel changes, the same three-party coalition formed after the 2016 election and led by SMER will remain in power, and the new prime minister, Peter Pellegrini, is Fico’s close associate and hand-picked successor. Fico, still the chairman of the ruling SMER party, has indicated that he will continue to seek influence in Slovak politics despite his resignation, and has disputed the legitimacy of the protests as expressions of actual Slovak discontent, claiming that they were instigated by foreign actors such as George Soros. However, few expect the ruling coalition to survive long. This may present a catch-22 for democracy in Slovakia, as other illiberal forces like SNS currently appear best positioned to increase their power should Fico’s and SMER’s influence decrease.

SNS party chair Andrej Danko, currently the speaker of parliament, said in October 2018 that he wished to take Slovakia down the path of Viktor Orbán’s Hungary, and pursue “a program of tough centralization of state that installs discipline and order.”

Yet, for all of the danger signs for democracy, there are also reasons for optimism. The public outrage in the months following the death of the journalist Kuciak and his fiancé,
Martina Kušnírová, suggests that many Slovaks remain committed to democracy and are willing to push back against illiberal leaders to defend it. The nonpartisan “For a Decent Slovakia” movement that emerged in the wake of the murders retains strong public support. On November 16, 2018—the day before the anniversary of the 1989 student protest that toppled the Czechoslovak communist regime—over 18,000 participated in a protest organized by For a Decent Slovakia in Bratislava. Marchers called upon Pellegrini to prevent Fico from following Orbán’s example. For a Decent Slovakia also continues to push for investigations into instances of alleged public corruption. While some lament the current absence of Western support for Slovak democracy, President Andrej Kiska appears to be an internal champion of liberal-democratic causes. Although domestic political opposition is fragmented, newly formed pro-democracy political parties and independents have indicated that they may collaborate, and performed well in November 2018 regional elections for town mayors while Fico’s SMER sagged. (However, results were not entirely positive as the nationalist SNS showed advances as well.) Whether Slovakia’s pro-democracy forces can continue to mobilize in the wake of the crisis to hold illiberal politicians accountable and usher in political renewal remains to be seen.
CZECH REPUBLIC

Norman Eisen and Andrew Kenealy

Democracy in the Czech Republic is perhaps the healthiest among the Visegrád Four countries. Almost three decades after the fall of communism, political, personal, and economic freedom remain vibrant. There have been few institutional or legal changes that benefited ruling parties, there are ample independent press outlets, and the space for civil society is open. Yet that is not to say that all is well. There are unmistakable warning signs of democratic deterioration as a controversial president and prime minister with strong public support display illiberal views and work in concert to push against constitutional constraints.

The prime minister since December 2017, Andrej Babiš, worked for a state-owned enterprise in the pre-1989 communist nation and was listed in secret police files as a collaborator (a role that he vehemently denies). He gained wealth by acquiring valuable state assets—including trade and petrochemical corporations—during the Czech Republic’s period of privatization in the 1990s and early 2000s, and merging them into the massive fertilizer conglomerate Agrofert. Babiš has recently sought to translate that wealth into political influence. In 2011, he founded the political party Action of Dissatisfied Citizens (ANO), which positioned itself as anti-establishment.
and anti-corruption. ANO won a second-place showing in the 2013 parliamentary elections, earning 47 of the 200 seats in parliament and membership in the ruling coalition as a junior partner, with Babiš taking the post of finance minister (which he held from January 2014 to May 2017). After the election, Babiš followed through on his campaign statements by supporting needed anti-corruption reforms. However, he has since himself come under investigation in a major corruption scandal involving allegedly illegal EU subsidies to his businesses. He strongly denies any impropriety, though the scandal has recently intensified. In November 2018, Babiš’ son claimed that Babiš facilitated his abduction to Ukraine, where he was held against his will in an effort to hide him from the investigation. In an attempt to oust Babiš, opposition parties organized an unsuccessful no-confidence vote on November 24.

Babiš catapulted ANO to the top of the ballot in the 2017 parliamentary elections—winning nearly 20 percent more of the vote than the second-place Civic Democrats—partly by adopting populist anti-migrant rhetoric and policies. (As just one example, Babiš wrote on his Facebook page in the summer of 2016: “I have stopped believing in successful integration and multiculturalism. ... We must do our utmost to reject migrants ... even at the cost of sanctions.”) Nevertheless, Babiš has made many pro-European, pro-Western statements as well, and does not seem to be a Russophile. Some observers have argued that his negative campaign rhetoric should be excused as for transient political gain only. However, strands of his illiberal rhetoric have carried forward into his term in office.

In addition, Babiš has posed risks to the independence of the media. In June 2013, he purchased MAFRA, a Czech media company that publishes some of the nation’s most influential newspapers, and subsequently acquired Radio Impuls, which boasts the country’s largest radio audience. These acquisitions prompted numerous resignations at the outlets and stoked fears that Babiš would seek to influence coverage to his benefit. These concerns were heightened in 2014, when Babiš fired a journalist who wrote critically of Agrofert, and again three years later, when leaked recordings revealed Babiš informing upper management about when and how his newspapers should report on his political rivals.

In the wake of ANO’s strong performance in the 2017 election—winning 78 of 200 seats in the Chamber of Deputies—Babiš was tasked with forming a governing parliamentary coalition. However, his proposed government failed to secure the necessary coalition partners and lost a January 2018 parliamentary vote of confidence, primarily because opposition parties refused to associate with ANO while Babiš remained under police investigation. Babiš’ ultimate solution, in July 2018, was to rely upon the votes of the Czech Communist Party, the same one that controlled the nation during the Cold War (and the sole such unreformed entity left in Central and Eastern Europe). The result is the first democratically elected Czech government to so rely on the Communists. On the other hand, although Babiš acceded to some Communists’ policy demands (such as taxing church property), none serve in his cabinet, and he has thus far succeeded in resisting Communist demands to lessen Czech commitments to NATO. However, the Communists’ ability to bring down Babiš’ coalition gives them leverage over the minority government.
In his ascent, Babiš has found an ally in the unabashedly illiberal Czech president, Miloš Zeman, who assumed the office in 2013. Some even argue that Zeman is abusing his limited constitutional powers to favor Babiš. For example, Zeman prevented Babiš’ ouster as finance minister by misinterpreting the May 2017 resignation of former Prime Minister Bohuslav Sobotka. The resignation mandated the dissolution of the whole of government, yet Zeman treated it as merely a personal one, allowing Babiš to remain as a minister. And when Babiš’ proposed government failed to pass a parliamentary vote of no confidence in January 2018, Zeman allowed Babiš to continue to rule in a caretaker capacity, reappointing him as prime minister in June when it became clear that Babiš could finally secure majority support. Most recently, Zeman announced that he would again reappoint Babiš as prime minister, even if he lost the November 2018 vote of no confidence. It appears that the relationship is a two-way street: ANO did not field a challenger and threw its support behind Zeman in his successful 2018 re-election bid.

Zeman’s illiberal sentiments are pronounced. He has embraced Russia and has been sharply critical of the EU, NATO, journalists, Muslims, and migrants. In office, Zeman has, among other statements, insisted that democracy in Russia is alive and well; suggested that conflict in Ukraine was primarily due to a civil war over the rights of native Russian speakers, rather than Russian aggression; ridiculed the findings of Czech intelligence agencies that have accused Russia of committing cyberattacks against the Czech Foreign Ministry; lobbied for Russian energy interests domestically; and has paid multiple visits to Moscow. Throughout 2016 and 2017, Zeman spoke in favor of scheduling a Czech referendum on membership in the EU and NATO, criticized sanctions targeting Russia, and joked with Putin of a “need to liquidate” journalists.

Another reported tie between Zeman and Russia came through a key presidential advisor, Martin Nejedlý, the head of the Czech branch of Lukoil, a Russian energy company, and key advisor to Zeman. Nejedlý, who has received millions of dollars in financial assistance from Moscow, provided critical support for Zeman’s successful 2013 presidential campaign, and stayed on as Zeman’s unpaid economic adviser despite lacking a government security clearance. Many of Zeman’s Moscow visits involved Nejedlý, who participated in closed-door meetings. Moreover, Russian companies with strong ties to Putin reportedly financed a portion of Zeman’s campaign. Some have assessed that this is evidence of a corrupt relationship.

Current populist trends in the Czech Republic are not without precedent. Václav Klaus, Zeman’s arch-conservative predecessor who succeeded Václav Havel as president in 2003, was famous for his anti-EU and pro-Russian sentiments. Nor are Zeman and Babiš the only populist political actors today; the far-right, anti-immigrant, and anti-EU Freedom and Direct Democracy party (SPD) won a startling 22 seats in the 2017 parliamentary election. However, despite these new and old challenges, democratic energy in the Czech Republic endures. Zeman’s 2018 victory over a pro-democracy candidate came by a narrow margin of just 3 percentage points, suggesting that about half the nation rejects Zeman’s views. The Czech Senate remains dominated by moderate parties with ample votes to block any constitutional changes should illiberals seek them.
The media and judiciary remain independent, and the ruling government has seen vibrant pushback from opposition political parties and the traditionally robust community of Czech civil society groups. For example, when Babiš suggested he might “provisionally” lead the Ministry of Justice in the wake of the ANO-appointed justice minister’s resignation in July 2018, the Czech Social Democratic party threatened to collapse Babiš’ proposed coalition. Thousands protested against Babiš’ decision to form a government relying on the Communists. And popular singer Tomáš Klus announced a “Babiš boycott” in July 2018, which several other singers and actors have joined. It remains to be seen whether Babiš, in concert with Zeman, will prove willing to take further executive action to repress democratic processes over his tenure, and how the nation will respond.
PART 3: RESPONDING TO THE ILLIBERAL TOOLKIT

How can the United States, European Union institutions and member states, NATO, civil society, and private sector entities support democracy and rule of law in the EU and NATO where they are under threat? The following recommendations are targeted at European and American policymakers in national executives and legislatures as well as in multilateral organizations, and at other concerned actors within trans-Atlantic societies. They are based on the authors’ research and conversations with policy experts, researchers, civil society groups, and former and current government officials in the United States and Europe, including at two workshops in Washington and one in Prague.

STRATEGIC VISION

First and foremost, concrete policy solutions should stem from a broader strategic vision to secure and re-energize liberal democratic institutions and norms in the trans-Atlantic space.

• The trans-Atlantic community is rooted in shared liberal democratic values, institutions, and principles. This values-based foundation is being challenged from within by antidemocratic forces and from without by new authoritarians. Today’s central political conflict is between advocates of open, free societies versus closed, illiberal ones. As we enter the era of renewed geopolitical competition, supporters of open societies on both sides of the Atlantic must collectively articulate a compelling open society narrative for the 21st century and actively advocate for its ongoing implementation.

• Freedom of expression, independent civil society, commitment to basic human rights, free and fair elections, and a system of check and balances—the core building blocks of a free world—did not emerge spontaneously. A new generation of leaders must take up the reins of democratic renewal at a time when institutions underpinning the free world are under increasing pressure from strong geopolitical competitors and illiberal actors within the West.

• The democratic regression unfolding across NATO is unprecedented in its history. As such, this trend has profound consequences for the foundational principles of the alliance. NATO must make adherence to democratic principles a core strategic priority as it marks its 70th anniversary in 2019.

• Authoritarian political forces are actively weaponizing the digital domain. Authoritarian states outside the West—China and Russia, most notably—are developing and deploying tools of digital authoritarianism to undermine liberal democracies and control domestic populations. The digital space is the battleground where the war for the 21st century will be fought. Trans-Atlantic partners must work to ensure that this space is not co-opted by authoritarians and remains an integral part of open societies.
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EUROPE

- The European Union should increase funding for pro-democratic civil society organizations and for independent, investigative media organizations. More funding should be allocated to countries where checks and balances are under attack, and particularly to civil society and media organizations operating outside national capitals.

- The European Union should adopt rule of law conditionality for member states to receive structural funds. The European Commission’s proposal to do so was backed by the European Parliament in January 2019 and now goes to the Council of the EU for decision by member state governments. Conditionally should be imposed fairly across the EU, including in long-tenured member states as well as those that joined in the 2004 and subsequent enlargements. An alternative way to structure such measures to protect rule of law via the EU budget would be to link overall levels of EU funds provided to a member state to a rule of law index, whereby states that score higher on the index have greater access to funds. This would employ an incentive process rather than a punitive approach. The definitions and measurements of such a rule of law index could be established according to rulings of the European Court of Human Rights and with reference to the opinions of the Council of Europe’s Venice Commission, which has already conducted reviews of a number of problematic policies in Hungary and Poland.

- National courts of states within the EU should refrain from honoring the decisions of courts that are not independent (such as the Constitutional Tribunal of Poland and the Constitutional Court of Hungary). The EU should formally define this as a consequence for states that do not retain judicial independence.

- The European Parliament and European Commission should push for stronger and more uniform voting rights within the EU. Freedom of movement has allowed millions of Europeans to live and work across the EU in large numbers. When leaders can choose their electorates, for example by making it more difficult for citizens living abroad to vote, elections are less fair.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NATO

- “Democracy, individual liberty and the rule of law” are founding principles of NATO. Democratic backsliding and corruption within member states pose threats to shared security and alliance cohesion. For the alliance’s 70th anniversary this year, NATO members should issue a high-profile statement that allies must endeavor to retain and strengthen democratic institutions as a condition of NATO membership in good standing. Allies should also create a commission or special ombudsman’s office that is responsible for identifying violations of those principles. At a minimum, NATO should continue to bolster its communiqué language regarding the importance of democracy to the strength of the alliance and should not hold summits or meetings in countries that have seen significant regression on rule of law.
• NATO should develop a new strategic concept, given changes in the security environment since the approval of the last one in 2010. The document should reassess the elevated challenge that Russia presents to the alliance, address the challenges of democratic backsliding within the alliance, and give NATO International Staff guidance on how to respond.

• NATO should revise its consensus voting rule in favor of a procedure that requires a qualified majority of states to agree in order for a proposal to pass (the most widely used voting method in the Council of the EU). This would prevent a bloc of illiberal states within NATO from shielding one another from attempts by other member states to use NATO mechanisms to apply pressure for anti-democratic practices.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE U.S. GOVERNMENT

• Congress, especially the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and the House Foreign Affairs Committee, should hold regular hearings on the state of democracy in Central and Eastern Europe and Turkey. The purpose of such hearings should be to raise awareness of the economic, political, and defense concerns posed by illiberal regimes to U.S. national security interests in Europe, and to press the executive branch on its policies for countering democratic decline in these countries and their efficacy.

• The State Department and USAID should increase support for independent civil society and investigative independent media in Central Europe, with Hungary and Poland as priorities. This funding program should prioritize projects that will demonstrate to communities outside of national capitals (by providing services, education, etc.) the benefits of democratic institutions and improve government accountability and transparency through in-depth investigative reporting on, for example, misuse of public resources.

• The U.S. government should link future financial support to allied governments to a rule of law index, such that more funding will be provided if all aspects of rule of law are clearly met. The benchmarks could be established with reference to American Bar Association Rule of Law Initiative models.

• The U.S. government should use sanctions under the Global Magnitsky Act against specific corrupt actors in Turkey, Hungary, and possibly Poland to communicate that corruption is a transgression that Washington takes seriously. The sanctions should not be removed based on political grounds.

• The State Department and U.S. Agency for Global Media should reopen Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty operations in Poland and Hungary.

• The Trump administration should act immediately to fill with qualified individuals key vacant positions at the State Department, including assistant secretary of state for democracy, human rights, and labor; special envoy to monitor and combat anti-Semitism; and the recently vacated position of assistant secretary of state for
European and Eurasian affairs. Congress should pressure the administration to submit nominees and work to quickly confirm those who are qualified and fit to serve.

- The State Department’s Bureau of European and Eurasian Affairs and the U.S. embassies in countries of concern should engage in ongoing dialogue with ruling political forces. This engagement, however, should have a clear purpose: to send a message that the United States will not tolerate democratic rollbacks and is willing to impose consequences for specific government actions that infringe on human rights, censor independent media, target universities and NGOs, and reduce the independence and efficacy of the judiciary.

COUNTRY-SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

Turkey

Despite high hopes for political and economic reforms under Erdoğan and the AKP, Turkey has become the United States’ most challenging NATO ally and a complicated partner for the EU. Although Turkey retains political pluralism and electoral democracy, opposition parties compete under deeply unfair conditions and the government has severely curtailed the freedoms of expression and assembly. As these trends are unlikely to change in the near future, the focus of the trans-Atlantic community should be helping Turkey’s democracy survive in the longer term. The degree of existing political, socio-economic, and cultural integration between Turkey and the West also requires balanced and constructive engagement.

The U.S. government should:

- Keep human rights on the bilateral agenda—including the continued detention on spurious charges of U.S. citizens and Turkish employees of U.S. consulates, as well as Turkish journalists, activists, and politicians—through private discussions and frank public statements.

- Continue discussions about both U.S. and Turkish security concerns, including pressing Turkey on its planned acquisition of Russian S-400 missile systems that are incompatible with NATO and addressing Turkey’s worries about Gülenist operations in the United States and the YPG’s future position in Syria.

- Widen the aperture of engagement beyond security issues, including efforts to expand economic cooperation and improve public diplomacy through more people-to-people interactions.

- Congress should: Conduct constructive oversight of administration policies on Turkey and continue to press Ankara on human rights and democratic governance.
The European Union should:

- Launch negotiations after the May 2019 European Parliament elections to upgrade the EU-Turkey customs union (to include service industries, agriculture, and public procurement), which would provide mutual economic benefits while helping to improve Turkey’s governance by requiring its compliance with a regulatory framework supported by enforcement rules.

- Grant visa liberalization for Turkish nationals, if Turkey meets the remaining requirements.

- Continue providing support for Turkish civil society organizations and refugee-related activities.

Other actors:

- The OSCE should: Continue to monitor Turkish elections, including local polls in March 2019.

- The Council of Europe should: Continue to address abuses against journalists, opposition politicians, and government critics in Turkey. It should press Ankara to implement European Court of Human Rights rulings on gross miscarriages of justice. The monitoring process introduced by its Parliamentary Assembly, which was lifted in 2004 and reopened in 2017, should continue in order to encourage democratic improvements.

- NATO should: Seek to integrate newly appointed Turkish military personnel into the alliance, following the post-coup purges of senior officers. It should also continue to provide security for the alliance’s southern flank, including protection of Turkey’s border with Syria.

- The international community should: Increase humanitarian support for civil society organizations and municipalities struggling to house the large number of Syrian and other refugees in Turkey.

**Hungary**

Hungary’s democratic decline is advanced, with Viktor Orbán approaching nine years in power as a dominant prime minister. The EU and United States should toughen their approach to Budapest while seeking to invest in a more democratic future for this country of nearly 10 million people in the center of Europe. However, the Orbán government’s attacks on the checks and balances at the core of democracy should not be conflated with its legitimate political and policy differences with others in the EU over social issues and migration. Orbán’s hardline approach to migration is not outside the broad European mainstream of public opinion, and European efforts to check democratic decline in Hungary require the support of the European political right.
The U.S. government should:

- Penalize Hungary for forcing Central European University (CEU), a U.S.-accredited institution, to leave the country by targeting the institution in a law on higher education and refusing to conclude an agreement certifying CEU for continued operation despite U.S. government efforts.

- Downgrade military cooperation with Hungary in light of several moves taken by the Hungarian government that put its reliability as a NATO ally into question.\(^{199}\)

- Develop a strategic plan that clearly links specific actions by the Hungarian government to economic consequences by the U.S. government, including but not limited to individual-level Magnitsky sanctions and changes in U.S. aid and political support for specific business projects. To that end, the State Department should reinforce this message through working-level meetings and communications between American and Hungarian diplomats.

The European Union should:

- Audit all cohesion funding sent to Hungary over the past decade in response to credible claims of corruption on the part of the Hungarian government. In addition, the EU should explore ways of making the further transmission of cohesion funds conditional to adherence with democratic standards.

- Member states should: Follow the lead set by the United States, which in 2014 slapped visa bans on several Hungarian citizens alleged to have engaged in or benefited from corruption. The EU should more aggressively pursue and expose cases of corruption at the highest levels of the Hungarian government.

- Leaders within the European People’s Party should: Exploit their leverage to exert more pressure on Fidesz to reverse its authoritarian course and, should Budapest prove unresponsive, work to expel Fidesz from the party group.

Other actors:

- Democratic civil society groups should: Continue and enhance support, cooperation, and exchange with Hungarian counterparts, both to learn lessons to better protect democracy in their own countries and to support what is now a long-term struggle to return democracy and rule of law to Hungary.

**Poland**

Political pressure from the EU and United States can still be effective in Poland, where illiberal governance is less consolidated than in Turkey or Hungary. The government recently reversed itself on the forced retirements of Polish Supreme Court judges following an order from the European Court of Justice.\(^{200}\) U.S. Ambassador Georgette Mosbacher’s pressure against the government prosecution of journalists has seemingly been effective.\(^{201}\)
The U.S. government should:

- Require that rule of law review be part of the feasibility study on the potential permanent stationing of U.S. troops and the potential establishment of a permanent U.S. military base in Poland. The Defense Department should recognize the importance of rule of law and judicial independence not only to the ability of the military to function within Poland, but also to the protection of the rights of individual American service members stationed there (including members of racial, ethnic, religious, and sexual minorities). The benchmarks used for a rule of law review in this instance should include not only an examination of the independence of the judiciary, but the independence of the military and other relevant bodies from political party pressure.\(^{202}\) Congress should conduct its own evaluation of rule of law in Poland as part of its oversight of “the feasibility and advisability of permanently stationing United States forces in the Republic of Poland.”\(^{203}\)

- Use the inclusion of Poland in the Visa Waiver Program (a long-running sore point in the relationship as Poland is one of few EU and NATO members not included) as a carrot for rule of law improvements.

- The U.S. Embassy in Warsaw should: Speak out publicly when the Polish government acts to limit free media, curtail an independent judiciary, or stoke anti-Semitism and anti-migrant xenophobia, reminding its Polish allies of the democratic principles upon which the U.S. partnership with Poland, and Poland’s membership in NATO, are based.

The European Union should:

- Continue monitoring rule of law in Poland and pressuring Warsaw on rule of law via infringement procedures and dialogue, with credible penalties on the table.

- The European Parliament should: Hold additional hearings on the threats to Poland’s democratic institutions, following the example of the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice, and Home Affairs hearing held in November 2018.\(^{204}\) These hearings should outline the specific policies instituted by the Polish government that threaten democratic governance, including the disciplinary proceedings recently instituted against judges, and the purges of large numbers of prosecutors, civil servant members of government ministries, and members of the military—all of which seem to be tied to perceived disagreements with government policy or lack of sufficient loyalty to Law and Justice.

Other actors:

- Chambers of commerce and other international business associations with a stake in the U.S.-Polish business relationship should: Issue a statement of concern on Poland’s ability to protect private investment without an independent judiciary, or state that the climate for business is “of concern” in the country.

- Educational institutions that engage in exchanges with Polish universities should: Issue statements of concern for students going to Poland, noting the lack of
Slovakia and the Czech Republic

Because democracy in Slovakia and the Czech Republic is relatively healthier than in other countries examined in this report, domestic pro-democracy actors still have significant room to maneuver. Given profound warning signs, however, opposition parties (whether inside or outside of government) must act with the same urgency as if democracy were in crisis, in order to prevent that crisis from occurring. That entails prioritizing messaging about democratic decay, unifying around these issues even where other issues may separate them, and from time to time even engaging in peaceful disruptive activities more commonly associated with dissidents and civil disobedience (perhaps by joining protests and strikes) outside the legislature, or even within it. Though domestic actors should lead, democratic renewal in Slovakia and the Czech Republic can be bolstered by support for those actors from a range of international players.

The U.S. government should:

• Incentivize pro-democracy steps with the promise of more favorable economic relations, high-level political visits, and public praise, and conversely warn of consequences if further backsliding occurs. The United States should counter Russian influence by strongly advocating fair U.S. business offers in sectors, such as energy, where Russia is a prime competitor and a strategic threat.

• The State Department should: Continue and intensify its diplomatic engagement around democracy issues in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. This includes expressing in blunt terms the strong U.S. interests in democratic institutions in private meetings with Czech and Slovak government officials, and making firm public statements as well. In particular, diplomats and visiting executive branch officials should emphasize challenges posed to the independence of the courts in Slovakia, the freedom of the press in the Czech Republic, and in both nations, anti-migrant rhetoric, Russian influences, and corruption.

• Congress should: Use its power of the purse to support Czech and Slovak democracy, for example by providing grants for civil society groups in both countries and for programs that bring democracy leaders to the United States for visits and training.

• The U.S. Embassies in Bratislava and Prague should: Brief congressional delegations on democracy-related policy priorities and ask them to include or even emphasize these issues in meetings with local government officials and in public statements.

• The U.S. Helsinki Commission should: Consider devoting resources to monitoring warning signs in Slovakia and the Czech Republic and keeping members of Congress abreast of those worrying developments.
The European Union should:

- Address the warning signs for Slovak and Czech democracy informally, in engagement with Czech and Slovak representatives, and, if warranted, through formal channels. Other pan-European institutions should do the same.

Other actors:

- **Businesses and multinational corporations headquartered in the Czech Republic and Slovakia should**: Recognize that a vibrant democracy is in their long-term interest and engage with the governments to voice that preference. A natural emphasis for businesses is on issues of corruption; accordingly business leaders should state in meetings with Czech and Slovak officials that they prize free, fair, and transparent markets. Visiting business leaders are often accorded the same treatment as high-level government officials and should utilize the opportunity to advocate for the democracy upon which prosperity rests. Foreign and domestic business leaders should emphasize, in meetings and public statements, that the components of a strong democratic society are interrelated (including impartial courts—a necessity for the dispute resolution that business requires) and should be promoted and preserved. Businesses should pursue action both individually and, to the extent doing so is uncomfortable or lacks weight, collectively through business associations.
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